
Professional-level performance you can trust
Lexar® Professional 2000x SDHC/SDXC UHS-II cards let you quickly capture and 
transfer high-quality photos and extended lengths of Full-HD and cinema-quality 
8K video, with a read transfer speed up to 300MB/s1. The cards also leverage UHS-II 
technology for high-speed performance, so you'll power through post-production 
with super-fast file transfer from card to computer. This dramatically accelerates 
workflow from start to finish, so you can save time and get back to the business of 
photography. These cards also come with a limited lifetime warranty. 

1Up to 300MB/s read transfer, write speeds lower. Speeds based on internal testing. Actual performance may vary. X=150KB/s.
2Highest transfer speeds achieved only when paired with an SD UHS-II reader.
3 Temperature-proof: Withstands operating temperature range from 32ºF (0ºC) or 158ºF (70 ºC) and non-operating temperatures from
                                     -13ºF (-25ºC) or 185ºF (85 ºC). 
Shockproof: Shock resistant (200G [1961.33m/sec^2] 3ms, 150G [1471.00m/sec^2] 10ms, From X.Y.Z, 3 directions/3 times each) 
Vibration proof: Vibration resistant (10Hz to 2000 Hz, 6Grms, 5 minutes per 1 cycle, 10 cycle per 1 axis total 30 cycles per 3 axis, based on
                              IEC 60512-6-4 guidelines). 
X-ray-proof: Protected against X-ray exposure based on ISO7816-1 guidelines. 

Lexar is not liable for any loss of data or images.

Actual usable memory capacity may vary. 1GB equals 1 billion bytes.
Product appearance, performance, software offerings, and packaging may vary depending on ship date and available inventory.

Limited lifetime warranty is limited to 10 years from purchase in Germany and regions not recognizing lifetime warranty.

• High-speed performance—leverages
   UHS-II technology for a read transfer
   speed up to 300MB/s1 

• Backwards compatible with UHS-I devices 

• Limited lifetime warranty

Product Highlights:

Capacities:

 
SDHC
 32GB 
SDXC
 64GB 
 128GB 

256GB 
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• Captures high-quality images and
    extended lengths of Full-HD and
    cinema-quality 8K video
• Designed for durability3 Backwards compatible at the highest UHS-I speeds. For versatility, the cards are 

also backwards compatible with UHS-I devices, performing up to the maximum 
thresholds of UHS-I speed capabilities. The cards also work with older, non-UHS-I 
devices, performing at Class 10 speeds.

Dramatically accelerate your workflow. Lexar Professional 2000x SD cards offer 
super-fast speeds of up to 300MB/s read1, dramatically accelerating your workflow2  
from start to finish. With write speeds of up to 260MB/s, handle sequential burst 
mode and RAW plus JPEG effortlessly, so you never miss a shot. 

Designed for durability. These cards provide the performance you need to capture 
and store valuable data in a variety of elements. Lexar Professional 2000x SD cards 
are waterproof, temperature-proof, shockproof, vibration-proof, and X-ray-proof3.

Shoot high-quality images and stunning 8K video. Using a DSLR or cinema-quality 
video cameras, you’ll be able to leverage the latest photo and video features 
available for shooting high-quality images and extended lengths of Full-HD and 
8K video.
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Rigorously tested. All Lexar product designs undergo extensive testing in the 
Lexar Quality Labs, facilities with more than 1,100 digital devices, to ensure performance, 
quality, compatibility, and reliability.

For more than 25 years, Lexar has been a trusted leading global brand of memory 
solutions. Our award-winning lineup includes memory cards, USB flash drives, card 
readers, solid-state drives and DRAM. With so many options, it’s easy to find the 
right Lexar solution to fit your needs. Lexar products are available worldwide at 
major retail and e-tail stores. For more information or support, visit www.lexar.com.
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Lexar Retail Sku Capacity

64GB

128GB

256GB

32GB

64GB

128GB
2 Pack

64GB
2 Pack

128GB

256GB

Region

Global

North
America

843367125920

843367120864

843367120857

10843367125927

10843367120861

10

10843367120854

Single UPC Code Inner Carton UPC Code Inner Carton Qty

32GB 843367120840 10843367120847LSD2000032G-BNNNG

LSD2000064G-BNNNG

LSD2000128G-BNNNG

LSD2000256G-BNNNG

LSD2000128G-BNNNU

LSD2000256G-BNNNU 843367127207

843367120895

10843367127204

LSD2000128G-B2NNU 843367124671 10843367124678

10843367120892

LSD2000064G-B2NNU 843367124664 10843367124661

LSD2000032G-BNNNU

LSD2000064G-BNNNU 843367120888

843367120871

10843367120885

10843367120878


